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0. INTRODUCTION 
SPACE OF 
LET r be a discrete group, not necessarily finite. r is said to be virtually torsion free if it has 
a torsion-free subgroup of finite index. In particular, every finite group is virtually torsion 
free. For a discrete torsion free group I-‘, one defines its cohomological dimension, denoted 
by cd I-‘, as the projective dimension of Z as a trivial Y-module. If r is virtually torsion free, 
the virtual cohomological dimension of r, denoted by ucd I-, is defined to be cd r’ where r’ 
is a torsion-free subgroup of I- of finite index. A theorem of Serre [19] states that this is 
independent of the choice of r’ and thus well defined. Important examples of infinite 
discrete groups with finite virtual cohomological dimension include fundamental groups of 
finite graphs of finite groups (vcd I l), finitely generated one-relator groups (vcd I 2), 
arithmetic groups and mapping class groups. The purpose of this paper is to use an 
affirmative solution to a generalization of Segal’s Burnside ring conjecture for studying the 
stable homotopy type of the classifying space of virtually torsion-free groups with finite 
virtual cohomological dimension (ucd I- < CC ). As a consequence, we will derive generaliz- 
ations of the classical theorems of p-nilpotence criterion of Atiyah [18] and group 
homomorphisms inducing isomorphisms of cohomology by Evens [S]. 
1. CONSEQUENCES OF SEGAL’S BURNSIDE RING CONJECTURE 
The key ingredient we rely on is the following generalization of Segal’s Burnside ring 
conjecture. For technical reasons, a disjoint basepoint is added to each of the classifying 
spaces, denoted by BG,. By p-adic completion we mean the functor (holim ,( ) A M(p’) 
where M(p*) denotes the modp’ Moore spectrum, ( ) A M(p’+‘) + ( ) A M(p’) is the map 
induced from projection Z/p” ’ + Z/p’ and , holim r denotes homotopy inverse limit (cf. 
[4]). Notice that since BG+ = BG v So, a stable homotopy equivalence between BG, and 
BGp after p-completion implies a stable homotopy equivalence between BG1 + and BGz + 
after p-completion. 
THEOREM 1.1. (Lewis et al. [12], May et al. [14]). Let K be aJinite group and Q a p-group. 
For each conjugacy class (L) of subgroups of Q, the group WpL = NpL/L acts on the set of 
K-conjugacy classes of homomorphisms $ : L + K. For each representutive (II/) of the 
W, L-orbit, let 
’ Partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant DMS-9104079. 
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For any jinite-dimensional K-complex Y, there is a canonical map of spectra 
‘P:VEWt,k+ A,,Y~(~‘--~F[BQ+,EK+ r\,Y] 
(*) 
which is an equivalence upon completion at p. Here F [ , ] denotes the function space spectrum. 
Remark. In [12, 143, this result is stated only for finite K-complexes. It was observed by 
Carlsson that in fact it holds for any finite-dimensional K-complexes in his proof of the 
generalized Sullivan’s conjecture (cf. [7, Proposition 3.71). This theorem is relevant because 
we will show later on that the classifying space of a virtually torsion-free group I with 
ucd r < a3 can be realized in the form of a Bore1 construction EK x K Y for some finite 
group K and finite-dimensional K-complex Y. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let r be a virtually torsion-free group with vcd I- < 00 and Q a p-group. 
For each conjugacy class (H) of subgroups of Q, the group WoH = NoH/H acts on the set of 
r-conjugacy classes of homomorphisms cp: H + r. For each representative (cp) of the 
Wo H-orbit, let 
AV = {(u,~(u))Iu EH} = Q x r, NV = N,x&. WV = Nq/A.cp. 
Then there is a canonical map of spectra 
y’:vBWq+ -FCBQ+,Br+l 
(VP) 
which is an equivalence upon completion at p. Furthermore, the component corresponding to 
(cp)isthemapBQ+~BH+~ BT + where T denotes the transfer map associated to H 4 Q. 
Before proving Theorem 1.2, we first review some preliminaries. Let G be any group. 
Recall that a family $J in G is a set of subgroups of G which is closed under conjugation in 
G and passage to subgroups. Associated to each family 5, there exists a universal G-space 
Es, unique up to G-homotopy, satisfying the following two conditions (cf. [13]): 
(1) E$JH = 8 if H $3, 
(2) Egn = contractible if H E 5. 
If N is a normal subgroup of G, define g(G, N) to be the family of all subgroups of G such 
that intersection with N is trivial. Notice that N acts freely on EB(G, N). Denote the 
resulting quotient by Bg(G, N) which has an induced action by G/N. 
Now choose a torsion-free subgroup I’ of I with finite index and cd r’ < co. Usual 
arguments show that we may assume I’ to be normal in I with finite quotient K. Denote 
the quotient map I -+ K by n. Recall it is a standard fact [.5] that if ucd r < a3, then there 
exists a finite-dimensional, proper I-complex X such that XH is contractible for every finite 
subgroup H in I. Now for any finite group Q, let Q x I acts on Eg(Q x K, K) via the 
projection Q x I + Q x K and acts on X via Q x I -+ I. Consider the diagonal action of 
Q x Ion EB(Q x K, K) xX. It is easy to check that Ea(Q x K, K) x X is Q x I-homotopy 
equivalent to Es(Q x T,lJ since it satisfies the universal properties of ES(Q x I-, r). In 
particular, the normal subgroup l-4 Q x I acts freely on ES(Q x K, K) x X whose quotient 
Eg(Q x K, K) x rX is homotopy equivalent to BT. Notice that we may identify 
E$$(Q x K, K) x rX with Es(Q x K, K) x xX/I’. Since X is a finite-dimensional I-complex, 
this shows that BT can be realized as a Bore1 construction where X/I’ will be a finite- 
dimensional K-complex. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. In [12], the authors showed that for any groups G1 and Gz, there 
is a homeomorphism of spaces 
UEKi,H x w&ES(G~ x Gz, G2) x~*Y)~ = UEWq xW,+,YqCH) 
VO (VP) 
where Y is any G,-complex, (H) ranges over the conjugacy classes of subgroups in Gi, and 
(rp) ranges over for each (H), the orbit representative of G,-conjugacy classes of homomor- 
phisms H LG,. Since ES(Q x K, K) x KX/r’ can be identified with ETj(Q x r, l-)/T, this 
shows that the map Y in Theorem 1.2 when applied to the K-complex X/F’ gives 
a canonical map of spectra 
where (cp) ranges over for each (H) c Q, orbit representative of F-conjugacy classes of 
homomorphism H “r. Furthermore, Y is an equivalence when completed at p. Now for 
each generator 1 E rcO(B Wcp +), we need to verify that its image under ‘P is the stable map 
BQ+ kBH+aBI-+. 
This was one of the main results of [12] if F is finite. Notice that the same proof will 
work if we replace E7j(Q x KI, n)/II in that paper with ETj(Q x r, T)/T since no assumption 
on II was made in proving Theorem 8 of [12]. We have the desired result. q 
2. EVENS’ THEOREM 
We now recall Evens’ theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose f: G1 + G2 is a homomorphism of finite groups. If H*(J): 
H*(G2, Z) + H*(G1, Z) is an isomorphism of group cohomology with trivial Z!-coejicient, then 
f is an isomorphism. 
The following p-local version was proved by Jackowski [9]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Fix a prime p. Supposef: Gl + G2 is a homomorphism ofjinite groups. Zf 
H*(f):H*(G2, IF,) + H*(G1, [F,) is an isomorphism of group cohomology with trivial IFd 
coejicient, then 
(1) lkerfj is prime to p, 
(2) the index of Imf in G2 is prime to p. 
In other words, f induces an isomorphism between p-Sylow subgroups of G1 and G2. 
To state our result, we first reformulate the hypothesis of Jackowski’s theorem in the 
topological category. In other words, f induces a stable homotopy equivalence between the 
classifying spaces of G1 and G2 after completion at p. Since there are maps between 
classifying spaces besides those induced from a homomorphism in the stable category of 
spectra, for example transfer maps, we will change the hypothesis to include all stable 
homotopy equivalences between classifying spaces and study its implications. 
For a prime p, define yp( F) to be the set of isomorphism classes of finite p-subgroups of 
F. Notice that yp(F) may have more than one maximal element since the standard Sylow 
theorem for finite groups does not extend to infinite discrete groups. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let r,, r2 be virtually torsion-free groups withjnite virtual cohomological 
dimension. If Br, is stably homotopy equivalent to Br, after completion at the prime p, then 
$03 = .u?,(r,). 
For finite groups, this result was proved by Nishida [16]. We also remark that this 
author recently proved a version of this theorem for compact Lie groups [l 11, which 
generalized part of the work of Mislin [15]. 
It is clear that Theorem 2.3 is a direct consequence of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let rI, Tz be virtually torsion-free groups withjnite virtual cohomological 
dimension. If BT1 is a stable summand of BrZ after completion at p, then 
802 = %(r2). 
In the case where the stable homotopy equivalence between Br, and Br, at the prime 
p is given by a homomorphism, we have a stronger conclusion. Recall that the Quillen 
category of finite p-subgroups of I, denoted by Q,(I), is a category where the objects are the 
finite p-subgroups of I and the morphisms Hr + H2 are the homomorphisms of the form 
C,:x -+ yxy-’ for some y d-. 
THEOREM 2.5. Fix a prime p. Suppose f: r, -+ I-, is a homomorphism of virtually torsion- 
free groups with finite virtual cohomological dimension. Zf H,(f):H,(T,, [F,) + H,(T,, 5,) is 
an isomorphism of group homology with trivial [FP-coejicient, then f induces an equivalence of 
categories between Q,(r,) and Q,(r,). 
Remark. This means that f induces a bijection in both the isomorphism classes of objects 
in Q,( I,) and Q,( I,), and their morphism sets. In particular, this implies that the kernel 
off does not contain any finite p-subgroup and every finite p-subgroup of I, is conjugate to 
a subgroup in Imf c r,. We also want to note that the hypothesis is equivalent to H*(f) is 
an isomorphism if we assume H,( ri, IF,) is finitely generated over 5, in each degree. 
A classical example of discrete groups satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 2.5 is the 
homomorphism S12(Z) + Z/12. A more interesting example appeared in the recent work of 
Adem et al. [2] and Adem [l]. There they computed the group cohomology of the Mathieu 
Ml2 group at the prime 2 and observed a homomorphism from a certain amalgamated 
product of finite groups to Ml2 which induces an isomorphism in mod 2 cohomology. 
These examples also point out the fact that virtual cohomological dimension does not need 
to be preserved under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.5 since vcd I- = 0 if and only if I is finite. 
It turns out that Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 can be derived from certain representation 
theoretic consequences whenever there is a stable homotopy equivalence between two 
classifying spaces. For any two groups G, and GZ, let Rep(G,, G2) be the set consisting of 
Gz-conjugacy classes of homomorphisms 4 : G1 -+ G2 and Znj(G,, G2) be its subset consist- 
ing of those homomorphisms which are injective. Notice that the outer automorphism 
group of Gr, Out(G,), acts on these sets. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let r, and r, be virtually torsion-free groups withfinite virtual cohomologi- 
cal dimension. For any p-group Q, the following hold. 
(1) Zf BIY, is a stable summand of Br, when completed at p, then 
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(i) F,[Rep(Q, I-‘,)] is a Out (Q)-submodule of F,[Rep(Q, r,)], 
(ii) F,[Znj(Q, r,)] is a Out(Q)-submodule of F,[Znj(Q, IJ]. 
(2) Zf Br, is a stably equivalent to Br, when completed at p, then 
(i) F,[Rep(Q, r,)] is isomorphic to F,[Rep(Q, I-,)] us Out(Q)-modules, 
(ii) F,[Znj(Q, r,)] is isomorphic to lF,[Znj(Q, r,)] us Out(Q)-modules. 
Proof. We first provide the detail for the proof of l(i). Let {X, Y} denote the group of 
basepoint preserving stable maps from X to Y of degree zero. Since we can identify 
PQ+; m-+;> with {BQ+,BT+},^ under the natural map ( ) + ( ),^ , it follows from 
Theorem 1.2 that (BQ+,^ , Br+i } is isomorphic to the Zi -module generated by maps of 
the form BQ+,^ LBH ^%Z3- 
subgroup RK(Q, r) of {ii 
+,^ over appropriate representatives (cp). Consider the 
+,^ ,Br+i } generated over E,^ by maps that can be written as 
BQ+; LBQ’+; + BI-+; where Q’ is a proper subgroup of the p-group Q. Theorem 1.2 
tells us (BQ+,^ , Br+;}IRwQm is isomorphic to Zi [Rep(Q, r)]. 
If Br, is a stable summand of Br, when completed at p, then there exist maps 
BrIA,^ LBr,+,^ and Br,+,^ B\BrI+; such that rco j = id. It is easy to check that this 
implies j induces an injection 
{BQ+; m-,+; WWQJJ+(BQ+; J~,+;}PWQ,G). 
Since this map is compatible with the action of Out(Q) on BQ+,^ , tensoring with ff,, yields 
the desired result. 
The key to the proof of l(ii) is to consider the subgroup ZK(Q, r) generated by maps that 
can be written as BQ+,^ + BQ”+g -+ Br+,^ where IQ”1 -=& IQ]. Theorem 1.2 then tells us 
{BQ+;, sr+; JIIK(Q,r) is isomorphic to B,^ [Znj(Q, r)]. Now the rest of l(ii) and 2(i), (ii) 
follows a similar proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let Q be any finite p-subgroup of r,. Since F,[Znj(Q, I-,)] is 
a Out(Q)-submodule of F,[Znj(Q,rJ], it follows that Znj(Q,T*) is non-trivial. Therefore, 
there exists a subgroup of r, which is isomorphic to Q. This proves Theorem 2.4. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Since the stable homotopy equivalence between Br,+,^ and 
Br1 +p h is induced by Bf; it is clear from Theorems 1.2 and 2.6 that f induces a bijection 
between Rep(H, r,) and Rep(H, r,) for any finite p-group H. Now the proof of the main 
theorem in [lS] applies verbatim in our context to give the desired result. 0 
It follows from Theorem 2.4 that if BG is a stable summand of BT after completion at 
p where G is finite and r is finite vcd, then r contains a subgroup isomorphic to a p-Sylow 
subgroup of G. It is also not difficult to see that the converse cannot be true in general. 
However, in the case of G = Z/p, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let r be a virtually torsion-free group with finite virtual cohomologicul 
dimension. BZlp is a stable summand of BT after completion at p ifand only ifZ/p is a retract 
0f r. 
Proof: When I- is finite, this is a result of Priddy [17]. Since we have Theorem 1.2, 
Priddy’s proof applies verbatim. 0 
The following result in the case of finite groups was crucial in the study of the existence 
of a normal complement by Jackowski [9]. 
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COROLLARY 2.8. Suppose I, c I, arefinite vcd-groups such that the inclusion homomor- 
phism H,(T,, F,) + H*(rZ, IF,) is an isomorphism. Then any two elements of I-, which are 
conjugate in r, and have order a power of p are conjugate in r,. 
Remark. Jackowski’s proof uses the Atiyah spectral sequence while our proof uses 
Theorem 2.6. 
Proof of Corollary 2.8. Let the two elements in F, be x and y. Since they are conjugate in 
F,, they have the same order, say p”. Consider FJRep(Z/p”, I-,)]. Each element x or y gives 
rise to a conjugacy class of injections from Z/p” + r,. x and y will be conjugate in I, if and 
only if the corresponding injections are conjugates. By hypothesis and Theorem 2.6, 
FJRep(Z/p”, l-t)] is isomorphic to ff,,[Rep(H/p”, r,)] under the natural inclusion I, c I,. 
Since the corresponding injections of x and y are equal in Rep(Z/p”, r,), they are equal in 
Rep(Z/p”, r,). This finishes the proof. 0 
3. ATIYAH’S p-NILPOTENCE CRITERION 
Recall that a finite group G is p-nilpotent if there exists a normal subgroup N of order 
prime to p which together with the p-Sylow subgroup G, of G generates G. In particular this 
implies that the restriction homomorphism H*(G, 5,) -+ H* (G,, F,) is an isomorphism in all 
dimensions. In [18], the following p-nilpotence criterion was attributed to Atiyah. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose the restriction homomorphism H*(G, F,) --f H*(G,, ff,) is an 
isomorphism for all suficiently large dimensions, then G is p-nilpotent. 
We shall generalize this to finite vcd-groups. Define vgd I- to be the minimum dimension 
of a I-complex Y which is non-equivariantly contractible and whose isotropy groups are all 
finite. It is well known that ugd r is finite [S]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let p be a prime and r,, r, bejinite vcd-groups such that both H,(BT,, F,) 
and H,(Brz, F,) are finitely generated at each degree. Suppose f: Br, --+ Br, is a stable map 
such that H,(f): H,(BT,, F,) -+ H,(BT*, F,) is an isomorphism for * 5 max{vgd r, + 1, 
ugd l-2 + l} and all *sufJiciently large. Then f: BrI,^ -+ Br2; is a stable homotopy equiva- 
lence. 
In the case where f is induced from a homomorphism, Adem has informed the author 
that one can prove a stronger result in Farrell cohomology by modifying the algebraic 
methods of [3]. For more details, consult [IO]. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 depends on the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose K’ is a finite vcd-group and X is a vgd r-connected jinite-dimen- 
sional complex. Then there does not exist any non-trivial stable map from BT to X. 
Proof. Let F’ be a normal torsion-free subgroups of I with finite quotient 
i+r’+rL G-+1. 
Consider the group of stable maps {BT,X} from BT to X. Recall that there exists 
a vgd F-dimensional I-complex Y which is non-equivariantly contractible such that all the 
isotropy subgroups are finite. Therefore, EC x Y is a model for ET and hence BT is 
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homotopy equivalent to EG x G Y/T’ where G acts on Y/T’ via the identification G E T/T’. 
Now 
{Br,x} = (EG X,Y/I-',x} z {EGX Y~-',x}~. 
Let I denote the augmentation ideal of the Burnside ring A(G) of G. By Segal’s Burnside ring 
conjecture [6], 
{EG x Y/rf,xjG E {r/r',x}G;. 
where ; denotes I-adic completion since X is a finite-dimensional complex (see the remarks 
after Theorem 1.1). 
By hypothesis, X is ugd r-connected. Since Y/T’ is vgd r-dimensional, this implies that 
{Y/T’, X}” is trivial using tom-Dieck’s formula [13] 
7$(X) = @(EWH x HXH) 
vu 
where (H) ranges over conjugacy classes of subgroups of G and WH = NH/H. Hence, there 
does not exist any non-trivial stable map from BT to X. 0 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 also gives the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose r is afinite vcd-group. Then the suspension spectrum Br; does 
not contain any non-trivial stable summand which is the p-completion of the suspension 
spectrum of a vgd r-connected jinite-dimensional complex X. 
Proof: We first notice that the finite quotient G = T/T’ can be assumed to be a p-group. 
For otherwise, let G, be a p-Sylow subgroup of G. By transfer, we know that Br; is a stable 
summand of B(Y ‘(G,)),^ . Since ugd(n- ‘(G,)) < ugd(r), the same hypothesis will hold for 
rc - ‘(G,). 
By Segal’s Burnside ring conjecture, 
{Br;,x;} z {Br,x;} r {EG x Y/r',x;yk {r/r',xy; 
since I-adic completion is equivalent to p-adic completion when G is a p-group. Our 
hypothesis on X implies the latter group is trivial and therefore Xi cannot be a stable 
summand of Bri unless Xi is trivial. q 
Proofof Theorem 3.2. Let N = max(ugd I-, + 1, ugd r, + l}. Denote the mod pi Moore 
spectrum by M(p’). Consider the cofibration of spectra 
Bl-, A M(p’)S^‘-Br-, A M(p’) + c. 
Our hypothesis implies that H,(C) is finitely generated at each degree and equals to zero 
whenever * I N or m >>O. Therefore, C has the stable homotopy type of a finite- 
dimensional N-connected CW-complex (cf. [20,21]). By Theorem 3.3 and the cofibration 
sequence 
Bl-* + sr, A M(p’) -+ CBl-, 
the map Br, A M(p’) + C is trivial. Therefore, there exists a stable map 
f’:Br,Akf(p’)+Br,AM(p’) 
such that (fr\ 1)0f’ = id. Since the cofibre C’ off’ satisfies the same condition above as C, 
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C’ has the stable homotopy type of a finite-dimensional N-connected CW-complex. Since 
there are no non-trivial stable maps from Sr, A M(p’) to C’, and C’ is a stable summand of 
BrI~M(pi), we conclude that C’g *. Therefore, f~ l:BT,~iI4(p’) -IIr,r,M(p’) is 
a stable homotopy equivalence for all i. Taking homotopy inverse limit over i gives the 
desired result. 0 
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